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Thank you to Glendale Public Library, in 

Glendale, Arizona for the opportunity to present 

the Writer in Residence programs. A special 

thank you goes to librarians Kathy Curley and 

Sarah Herlache who graciously coordinated this 

virtual program series for 2021.

In its sixth year, the Writers in Residence in 

Libraries program supports content creation in 

Arizona by connecting local, professional 

authors with their communities through public 

libraries.

This project is supported by the Arizona State 

Library, Archives & Public Records, a division of 

the Secretary of State, with federal funds from 

the Institute of Museum and Library Services. 

Find more information about the project at 

https://azlibrary.gov/libdev/arizona-center-book



W E L C O M E

1. MMV

2. Never stop learning

3. Deconstruct writers you 

read.

4. It’s writing. There is no right 

way.

There will be a link to the PDF of slides 

sent to you with a survey after the 

workshop.

Please save questions until the end.

Feel free to email me at 

contact@tinaradcliffe.com



• Types of Literary Representation

• What Can a Literary Agent Do for You?

• Can you negotiate on your own?

• Bewares & Red Flags

• Due Diligence

• Finding a Literary Agent

• Pitching an Agent 

• Let’s Talk Query Letters

• Signing with an Agent

• Breaking Up is Hard to Do



TYPES OF LITERARY REPRESENTATION

Literary/Publishing Attorney – is generally hired for legal advice and 

charged for the specific incident. They do not handle career planning, 

or provide writing advice. 

There are, however, literary agents who are also also attorneys. 

Literary Agents- They negotiate contracts, can help get your work in 

front of publishing houses, increase the size of your advance, and 

shape the overall course of your career.

Types of Agencies

• Full Service-all rights divisions are under one agency umbrella.

• Boutique Agency-other rights divisions and even the receptionist 

may be share by several literary agencies

Resources

Literary Lawyer vs 

Literary Attorney vs 

Literary Agent –

LiteraryAgent

Undercover

https://literary-agents.com/literary-lawyer-literary-attorney-literary-agent/


WHAT CAN A LITERARY AGENT DO FOR YOU?

An agent opens doors that you cannot open on your own. Most publishers don’t 

accept unsolicited manuscripts.

They have connections that you don’t have and often get the inside track on 

upcoming opportunities and editorial callouts. 

An agent negotiates on your behalf and is the intermediary between you and your 

editor. 

Agents review your manuscript and put together query letters and pitch packages on 

your behalf. 



WHAT CAN A LITERARY AGENT DO FOR YOU?

A literary agent provides career guidance.

An agent finds work for you.  Your success is their success. They get paid a 

commission from your sales. There is no other way they should be getting paid 

from an author. 

An agent works for you so you can focus on writing. 

A literary agent will do the heavy hitting regarding your contract negotiations to 

be sure you are getting timely and industry standard payments, reasonable 

contracts and deals from your publisher. 



CAN YOU NEGOTIATE ON YOUR OWN?

Do you understand the language of a 

contract? And do you know what to do about 

the following?

Contractual negotiating points

Book Contract disputes

Reversion of rights

Defamation and privacy rights

Copyright questions

Nonpayment of royalties

Copyright infringement

Option clause

International rights (France, Italy, Germany?)

Resources

Authors: Know Your Rights! Key 

Provisions in a Publishing 

Contract – Anne R. Allen Blog

Books in Translation: Foreign Rights 

Generate Author Income- Mark 

Gottlieb

https://annerallen.com/2021/01/key-provisions-publishing-contract/
https://literaryagentmarkgottlieb.com/blog/books-in-translation-how-foreign-rights-can-generate-income-for-authors


CAN YOU NEGOTIATE ON YOUR OWN? continued

Are you willing to do the assertive work that is sometimes needed when you work 

with a publisher?

Can you afford a literary attorney’s fees if you have contractual problems that you 

cannot handle? (What if a publisher reprints your book without permission? Or 

what if you didn’t realize you sold production rights?)

BTW, indie authors need literary agents too: for translation rights, audio rights, 

movie rights, licensing, and career planning! 



AGENT BEWARES & RED FLAGS
Your agent has not sold anything. 

Your agent has done nothing to advance your career and there is no evidence of effort. 

The list of authors who left this agent is longer than the list of current clients. 

Agent has nonexistent references. (ALWAYS ASK FOR REFERENCES)

Agent has no contacts in the publishing industry. 

Author has to update the agent on industry news. 

The agent is unable to tell you where they sent your manuscript.



DUE DILIGENCE continued

Read agency submission guidelines carefully. Know what they represent. 

Follow them on Twitter and Facebook. Google them and read their interviews. Find out 

what they like and what their pet peeves are. Go to workshops and conferences to meet 

them in person. 

You can sign up for a pitch at a conference and just chat.  You don’t have to pitch.

Meet and chat and get to know them. 

Be sure your dream agent is someone who will go to work for you and further your career.

Ask yourself if the agent is the person you want representing YOU to an editor.



WHERE TO FIND A LITERARY AGENT
•  Find them in the acknowledgements of your favorite books

•  Follow them on Twitter, Blogs and Facebook

• While there are books on Amazon (Guide to Literary Agents-they are already outdated by the time they 

hit the shelves-check them out from the library.)

•  MS Wish List  

• #MSWL Manuscript Wish List and  * NEW! Manuscript Academy (paid membership) 

•   Query Tracker and Query Tracker Blog 

•    Agent Query 

•    Talk to current and (more telling) former clients

• Find them on Publishers Market Place 

• Buy and download literary agent spotlight audios from workshops and conferences.

https://mswishlist.com/
https://www.manuscriptwishlist.com/
https://querytracker.blogspot.com/
https://www.agentquery.com/
https://www.publishersmarketplace.com/


THE BEST INFO COMES FROM AGENTS 

BookEnds Literary Blog

Janet Reid Blog

Kristin Nelson Agency -Agency newsletter delivers gold

The Knight Agency  -Excellent Newsletter

Christian Market Only: 

Steve Laube Agency Blog  

Rachelle Gardner Blog

Books & Such Literary Management Blog

https://bookendsliterary.com/
https://jetreidliterary.blogspot.com/
https://nelsonagency.com/
https://knightagency.net/
https://stevelaube.com/blog/
https://rachellegardner.com/blog/
https://www.booksandsuch.com/blog/


MORE LIT AGENT RESOURCES continued

Agents and Books- NEW!! Check out the site and sign up for the newsletter 

Writer Beware! 

Query Shark Blog  

Jane Friedman Blog  

The Creative Penn   

Nathan Bransford Blog 

Writer’s Digest’s Guide to Literary Agents

Poets & Writers

https://katemckean.substack.com/
http://www.sfwa.org/other-resources/for-authors/writer-beware/
http://queryshark.blogspot.com/
https://www.janefriedman.com/switching-literary-agents-two-agents-offer-advice/
https://www.thecreativepenn.com/resources/
http://blog.nathanbransford.com/
http://blog.nathanbransford.com/
http://www.writersdigest.com/editor-blogs/guide-to-literary-agents
https://www.pw.org/literary_agents


PUBLISHERS MARKET PLACE
Newsletters

Publishers Lunch Deluxe(industry news M-F) 

Lunch Deluxe Weekly(last week's deals; Mondays)

Daily Deals(each day's reported deals M-F)

Search Options

Who represents who.

Deals

Agents

Editors

Publishers Lunch Discussions –see image

People-see image

The Key

A handy key to our Lunch deal categories. 

While all reports are always welcome, those 

that include a category will generally receive a 

higher listing when it comes time to put them 

all together.

"nice deal":$1 -$49,000

"very nice deal":$50,000 -$99,000

"good deal":$100,000 -$250,000

"significant deal":$251,000 -$499,000

"major deal":$500,000 and up

What the Info Tells You:

Market trends

Agent sales

What others are doing and making

What to expect

What kind of loglines agents and editors write



DEAL TERMINOLOGY
Pre-Empt- A publisher makes an offer to your agent to take a project off the table (so it 

doesn’t go to other publishers).

Deal Memo- Outlines the basic terms of a contract before you get the contract from the 

publisher. You and your agent will review this. This is what is posted on PMP

Exclusive Submission-”An exclusive submission is when a literary agent asks to be the 

only one reviewing your full manuscript  at the current time. Some agents do not believe in 

this practice, whereas others favor exclusives and claim it’s to protect their time. They 

don’t want to spend their entire weekend reading a long novel, only to call the writer on 

Monday morning to offer representation and learn the author just signed with someone 

else last Friday.” - Chuck Sambuchino (Make sure there is a time limit discussed. Usually 

two weeks. Don’t agree to an exclusive on a proposal.)

Auction-When three or more publishers have an interest. It is held to keep all things fair. 

An auction is no guarantee a project will be a bestseller.

High Concept-is a plot driven, ‘what if ’ premise with a clear narrative hook. (XX meets 

XX or a retelling or reimagining)

UpMarket- A cross between literary and commercial fiction. It holds a wider audience 

than either genre alone. 

Resources

High Concept Fiction: 

Learn to Identify and 

Write High Concept 

Stories-Masterclass

How to Recognize and 

Write Upmarket 

Fiction -Masterclass

https://www.masterclass.com/articles/learn-to-identify-and-write-high-concept-stories
https://www.masterclass.com/articles/how-to-recognize-and-write-upmarket-fiction#upmarket-fiction-vs-commercial-fiction


PUBLISHERS MARKET PLACE continued

People

June 18, 2021

By Erin Somers

Leis Pederson has returned to Berkley as 

editor at large acquiring romance and 

mysteries.

Heather Kelly has been promoted to 

assistant art director, Appleseed and Abrams 

Childrens.

Gabrielle Nugent has been promoted to 

associate publicist at Norton.

At Harper Christian, Becky Monds has been 

promoted to associate publisher, Laura 

Wheeler to acquisitions editor, and Jodi 

Hughes to senior editor for Thomas Nelson 

and Zondervan.

Ask Me 

Anything

https://www.publishersmarketplace.com/dealmakers/detail.cgi?id=2782
https://www.publishersmarketplace.com/dealmakers/detail.cgi?id=99417
https://www.publishersmarketplace.com/dealmakers/detail.cgi?id=71542


PMP DEAL MEMO EXAMPLES (NOTICE THE LOGLINES!)
Pre-Empt- A publisher makes an offer to your agent 

to take a project off the table (so it doesn’t go to 

other publishers).
Mystery/Crime

Tom Towslee's RICH MAN DEAD MAN, in which a disgraced journalist must explain the cause of death 

of the world's richest man to his insurance adjuster, to Mary Custureri at Taylor and Seale, with Ronnie 

Hart editing, in a nice deal, in an exclusive submission, by Donna Eastman at Parkeast Literary (world).

Mindy Carlson's debut HER DYING DAY, in which a true-crime filmmaker stumbles through an 

investigation into the disappearance of a famous mystery author, pitched as Janet Evanovich meets My 

Favorite Murder, to Terri Bischoff at Crooked Lane, by Abby Saul at The Lark Group (world).

Fiction: Horror

Artist Donyae Coles's MIDNIGHT ROOMS, pitched as Crimson Peak meets the paranoia of Get Out, 

set in Victorian-era England, in which a biracial woman marries a seemingly kind white suitor, but soon 

discovers that her new family and home at Korringhill Manor are shrouded in secrets and blood, to 

Jennifer Baker at Amistad, in a pre-empt, by Lane Heymont at The Tobias Literary Agency (world English) 

Film: filmtvrights@thetobiasagency.com

International rights: Fiction

Tamsyn Muir's GIDEON THE NINTH, HARROW THE NINTH, and ALECTO THE NINTH, to Actes Sud

(France), in a pre-empt, in a three-book deal, by Megan Husain at Anna Jarota Agency, on behalf of Jennifer 

Jackson at the Donald Maass Literary Agency.

High 

Concept

Pitch

High 

Concept

Pitch

These books were 

already released in 

North America



PMP DEAL MEMO EXAMPLES

Fiction: Women's/Romance

USA Today-bestselling author Ginny Baird's WHILE JUAN WAS SLEEPING, pitched as a modern-day reimagining of 

While You Were Sleeping meets A Walk in the Clouds, to Christa Desir at Sourcebooks, in a two-book deal, by Jill 

Marsal at Marsal Lyon Literary Agency (world).

Memoir 

Congresswoman Madeleine Dean and her son Harry Cunnane's UNDER OUR ROOF, revealing how their 

relationship survived Harry's battle with opioid abuse —and what their family's journey to recovery can teach us 

about finding hope amid the unspeakable, to Derek Reed at Convergent, at auction, by CAA (NA).

Non-fiction: History/Politics/Current Affairs

Forbes 30 Under 30 journalist Ernest Owens's THE CASE FOR CANCEL CULTURE, which explores the 

deceptively long history of canceling and how cancel culture has proven to be a timely necessity aimed at 

combatting systems of oppression, to Cassidy Graham at St. Martin's, in a six-figure deal, in a pre-empt, for 

publication in fall 2022, by Stephanie Winter at P.S. Literary Agency (world).



PITCHING AN AGENT

Conferences – Pitch sessions and in real time anywhere including bars 

and elevators. 

Contests- Look for contests your target agents are judging.

Twitter Pitches-This is gold as they are for unagented authors

Through Submittable- Send exactly what they ask for



CONFERENCES continued

 Thrillerfest XVI. Virtual June 28-July 10, 2021

 Realm Makers Conference. Virtual and in person. July 15-17, 2021 (MO)

 Midwest Writers Workshop Virtual Conference. Virtual July 28-31, 2021. 

 Killer Nashville Registration is open. August 19-22, 2021 (TN)

 American Christian Fiction Writers. Virtual September 10-11, 2021.

 NINC Conference. September 22-26, 2021 (FL)

 Moonlight & Magnolia Conference. Virtual and in Person October 1-3 2021 (GA)

 Pacific Coast Children’s Writers Novel Workshop. Virtual. October 8-10, 2021 

 Emerald City Writer’s Conference. Virtual October 15-17, 2021

https://thrillerfest.com/
https://www.realmmakers.com/
https://www.midwestwriters.org/virtual-mww21/
https://killernashville.com/killer-nashville-writers-conference/
https://acfw.com/acfw-conference/
https://ninc.com/conferences/about-the-ninc-conference/
https://www.garomancewriters.org/moonlight-and-magnolias
https://childrenswritersworkshop.com/index.html
http://gsrwa.org/home/emerald-city-writers-conference/conference-schedule/


R E S O U R C E S

How to Be Successful in Romance Writing 

Contests-Tina Radcliffe

The Best Writing Contests of 2021 –Reedsy

Calls for Submissions July 2021- The Authors 

Guild

Fiction from the Heartland opens August 1. Deadline 

October 1. (Unpub)

First Impressions Contest (ACFW) opens September 2. 

Deadline October 15. (Unpub)

Wow! Women on Writing Summer 2021 Flash Fiction 

Contest (Pub/Unpub)

CONTESTS

https://www.tinaradcliffe.com/post/how-to-be-successful-in-romance-writing-contests
https://blog.reedsy.com/writing-contests/
https://www.authorsguild.org/contests-grants/calls-for-submissions-july-2021/
http://www.mararwa.com/enter-ffth/
https://acfw.com/acfw-contests/
https://www.wow-womenonwriting.com/


TWITTER PITCHES

“A twit pitch is a variation of an elevator pitch, but with the constraint being the 

140 character limit imposed by Twitter instead of the time spent in an elevator.”

Resources:

The 35-word and Twitter Pitch Simplified  https://bit.ly/2Z9iHaJ

How To Craft The Picture-Perfect Twitter Pitch https://bit.ly/3bEZRuA

Query Connection-to refine your pitch https://bit.ly/3cDTwB7

Example: 

When Everly Raven discovers a body inside a chalet on her family's ski resort, the 

blame falls on her. Racing to evade the target on her back, she's forced to work 

with her ex, Isaac, to clear her name. Can they stay alive?

Resource

Debut Author’s 

Tweeted Pitch Earns 

Six-Figure, Multi-Book 

Deal –Books Forward

https://bit.ly/2Z9iHaJ
https://bit.ly/3bEZRuA
https://bit.ly/3cDTwB7
https://booksforward.com/debut-authors-tweeted-pitch-earns-six-figure-multi-book-deal/


TWITTER PITCHES continued

#PitchDis was created to showcase pitches from the disabled community, which has been historically 

underrepresented in the publishing industry.  The first #PitchDis will take place on June 22, 2021 

between 8am and 8pm EDT. More info here.

#FaithPitch is a one-day Twitter Pitch Party hosted specifically for authors looking for representation 

within the Christian Retail Association (CRA) market, whether with a literary agent or directly with a 

publishing house. #FaithPitch invites authors to pitch their most complete and best edited fiction AND 

non-fiction manuscripts directly to industry professionals using #FaithPitch. The next #FaithPitch is 

Thursday, September 30, 2021 from 8am to 6pm CT/9am to 7pm ET. Details here.

#PitMad Any unagented writer is welcome to pitch. All genres/categories are welcomed. #PitMad occurs 

quarterly. The next date is September 2, 2021 (8AM – 8PM EST) More info here. 

https://www.pitchdis.com/about
https://www.faithpitch.com/guidelines
https://pitchwars.org/pitmad/


LET’S TALK QUERY LETTERS

Read the guidelines and follow them to the letter.

Learn how to write a query letter. 

Your query letter is your job interview. Don’t send it off until it is as perfect as you know how to 

get it. 

No pictures. No fancy fonts. No links.

Do remember that a rejection from an agent is a pass on a project. It is not a personal rejection. 

You can submit another project. You can and should multiple submit when querying agents. Do not 

send the SAME project to two different agents at the same agency at the SAME time.

If an agent asks for an exclusive –two weeks is the max. If an agent voices an interest and wants to 

chat, let the other agents who have the manuscript know this. It’s great to be courted and told an 

agent wants you. But again..a bad marriage is worse than no marriage.



ELEMENTS OF A FICTION QUERY

Everyone has a different opinion on the order of this information. 

Querying is very subjective. Find out what the agent wants if you can.

•Personalization-Why this agent

•Hook-Dazzle them

•Blurb-Your story summary with GMC

•Bio-Show you are a professional

•Housekeeping-Title, Word Count, Status, Genre, Target Audience

•Closing

*Size of your platform (social media, WordPress, YouTube, previous sales, etc.)

*Publishing history (only if it includes anything successful or prestigious)

Resources:

*What to include in a Query 

Letter-Kindlepreneur

From Query Letter to Six-

Figure Deal –PubRants

The 10 Dos and Don’ts of 

Writing a Query Letter-

Writer’s Digest

The Anatomy of a Query 

Letter Handout- Jessica 

Alvarez or TINA 

RADCLIFFE’s SO-SO QUERY 

LETTER

https://kindlepreneur.com/how-to-write-query-letter/
https://nelsonagency.com/2021/05/from-query-letter-to-six-figure-deal/
https://www.writersdigest.com/getting-published/the-10-dos-and-donts-of-writing-a-query-letter


SAMPLE FICTION QUERY LETTER
This was on Query Shark in 2018 and it ticked all the boxes for a very picky Janet Reid, Literary agent 

Dear Query Shark

Sixteen-year-old Katrell doesn’t mind talking to the dead; she just wishes it made her more money. Fifty bucks here and there 

isn’t enough to support her unemployed mother and her mother’s deadbeat boyfriend-of-the-week. But when she 

accidentally brings her dead dog back to life instead of summoning his ghost, Katrell gets dollar signs in her eyes. Talking to 

the dead is one thing, but people will pay top dollar to see their loved ones again.

Her plan runs smoothly at first. Though the resurrected people, called Revenants, don’t eat, sleep, or breathe, they’re warm 

and look enough like their old selves to convince her clients to part with thousands of dollars. Good enough for Katrell.

But things fall apart when the Revenants aren’t docile puppets like Katrell thought. Her clients forget their loved ones ever 

existed and dump them on Katrell’s doorstep. Revenants rob citizens of her town and present stolen money and jewelry to 

Katrell. When her first Revenant graduates from theft to murder, Katrell has a decision to make. If she stops resurrecting 

people, she’ll be back under the poverty line. But if she continues, the body count will keep inching higher, and the people 

Katrelllove may end up in the crossfire. (NOTE THE GMC)

WILDFIRE is a 65,000 word young adult contemporary fantasy with elements of horror. It features an all black cast and is 

#ownvoices for the African-American lead and struggles with poverty. 

I’m an author from Alabama, and so far, no Revenants are stalking me. I have a BA in English Literature with a minor in 

Creative Writing. I was an editorial intern with (company name) Publishing for a year.

Thank you for your time and consideration.



ELEMENTS OF A NONFICTION QUERY  

A query letter for a nonfiction book isn’t all that different from a fiction query: you’re still 

trying to get an agent or editor interested in looking at your work, but that may mean a 

book proposal and sample chapters, rather than the full manuscript. 

•Personalization: where you customize the letter for the recipient

•What you’re selling: genre/category, anticipated word count, title/subtitle

•Hook: a compelling description of the narrative

•Target readership: who will buy this book and why? (it cannot be everyone and anyone)

•Your bio, platform and credentials to write the book

•Thank you and closing

-info from Jane Friedman Blog

Non-Fiction books will usually sell on proposal.



NONFICTION QUERY RESOURCES

Example of a good nonfiction query letter by Nathan Bransford    

Agent Query Letters That Actually Worked for Nonfiction from GalleyCat   

Query Letters for Nonfiction Books: Get an Agent Interested BEFORE You Write the 
Proposal by the Los Angeles Editors & Writers Group 

https://bit.ly/2Z4XMWm
https://bit.ly/2Z6F7JL
https://laeditorsandwritersgroup.com/query-letters-for-nonfiction-books-get-an-agent-interested-before-you-write-the-proposal/


LOGLINES & BLURBS
A logline is the shortest possible pitch for a book. One-two sentences.

It answers the question: What’s Your Book About? This can also be used for an elevator 

pitch. The logline must include:

•Protagonist

•Protagonist’s goal

Instead of the character’s name use a noun that tells something about the character. 

Use an adjective to tell more about the character.

• In 1936, an archaeologist and adventurer is hired by the US government to locate 

the ancient Ark of the Covenant before the Nazis, and stop them from becoming 

the most powerful army the world has ever known. -Raiders of the Lost Ark.

• A young hobbit needs to destroy an ancient, powerful ring before the evil overload 

consumes the world in everlasting darkness.-The Hobbit

Non-Fiction-Usually is the title and the subtitle together.

GMC Goal, Motivation, and Conflict. The Building Blocks of Good Fiction –Debra 

Dixon

LOGLINE RESOURCES

Killogator™ , a Logline 

Formula - by Graeme 

Shimmin

•Conflict –ticking bomb

•Emotional hook
•(Setting)

https://bit.ly/3fQTEzj


MORE RESOURCES
BookEndsLiterary Channel Videos

These are a great place to start

1.Pitching a Crossover Book

2.Matching Your Book to a Lit Agent’s #MSWL

3.10 Things to Do Before You Query

4.Top 10 Reasons Your Query Was Rejected

5.How to Write a Query Letter

6.Top 10 Reasons Your Query Got a Request

http://bit.ly/2MUib7i


LOGLINES & BLURBS continued

The summary you will use in your query letter. Also used as back cover copy.

•FICTION: Hook and GMC (don’t give away the ending)

•NONFICTION: Hook, Topic and what the reader will learn

Fiction

Can they find their fresh start with roadblocks around every corner?

To care for her orphaned nieces and nephews, Daisy Anderson moved to a small town 

for a new deputy position—but now her job could be eliminated. With potential 

budget cuts looming, her only hope is to work with police chief Mitch Rainbolt to save 

their department’s funds. But can their fight for her job lead to something neither 

dared wish for: a future together?-Finding the Road Home, Tina Radcliffe

NonFiction

Healthy living with intermittent fasting―for first-time fasters

Intermittent fasting is a practice of scheduling regular breaks from eating. A safe and 

simple approach, fasting helps you burn fat, achieve weight loss, have more energy, and 

feel younger. Intermittent Fasting for Beginners makes your fasting journey a breeze 

with proven advice, weeklong easy-to-follow meal plans for 6 types of fasts, and simple 

recipes using delicious whole foods. –Intermittent Fasting for Beginners by Amanda 

Swaine

BLURB RESOURCES

5 Steps to Writing a Killer 

Elevator Pitch for Your Book

*includes blurbs –BookBub 

Partners

How to Write a Query 

Letter: Nonfiction and 

Memoir- Jane Friedman

Craft a best-selling book 

blurb with Bryan Cohen –

The Indie Kidlit Podcast 

https://insights.bookbub.com/steps-to-writing-a-killer-elevator-pitch-for-your-book/
https://www.janefriedman.com/query-letters-nonfiction-memoir/
https://www.elenapaige.com/episode-30-craft-best-selling-book-blurb-bryan-cohen/


SIGNING WITH AN AGENT

Do you know what will happen to your agreement if your agent dies?

How do you terminate the agreement with your agent? 

What rights will they retain? 

How will they communicate with you on a regular basis? 

How often will they communicate with you? 

How will you be paid? Split checks? 

How often will you be paid?



SIGNING WITH AN AGENT continued

From the Bookends Blog 

• Do you use a written agreement or contract? 

• Do you sign an author up for just one book or more than one? 

• Will I be working exclusively with you or will another agent be handling my work? 

• Who else at your agency might I be working with? 

• How do you usually communicate with your authors and how often? 

• How hands-on are you editorially? 

• What is your editorial vision for the book? What changes do you see need to be made? 

• What is your submission strategy for my book? 

• Once I sign, can you tell me what our next steps will be? 

• Once we get an offer from a publisher what can I expect? 

• Will you communicate all offers to me before negotiating? 

• What happens if the project doesn’t sell? 

• Are you open to me writing in different genres? 

• At what point would we start discussing my next book idea? 

• How will we work together after my book has been sold? 



SIGNING WITH AN AGENT continued

More resources: 

How to Handle an Offer of Representation –Nathan Bransford 

Handling an Offer of Representation –Bookends Literary Agency 

When Agents Offer Representation -Agent Query 

An Author’s Guide to Agency Agreements –The Author’s Guild

Remember that an agent can and should be multiple submitting your work.

https://nathanbransford.com/blog/2018/04/how-to-handle-an-offer-of-representation
https://bookendsliterary.com/2018/07/03/handling-an-offer-of-representation-2/
https://www.agentquery.com/writer_or.aspx
AN AUTHOR’S GUIDE TO AGENCY AGREEMENTS


A FINAL WORD

Don't take my word for anything. It's up to you to do your own homework. 

Things to remember as you proceed: 

Being a Creative does not preclude you from being a savvy business person and doing your 

homework. This is your career. An agent who is a wrong fit for you is like a bad marriage. You waste 

years of your career and find you have nothing to show for it but regrets. 

Your agent should read your work and love it. They cannot sell what they don’t love and 

you don’t want it any other way. 

• Your agent should be finding work for you. 

• Your agent should be career planning with you. 

• Your agent should be answering your emails in a timely manner. 

• Your agent is not your best friend. Your agent represents you. They are not your therapist. This is a 

business relationship. 



OR TWO…

Common sense is a basic ability to perceive, understand, and judge 

things, which is shared by ("common to") nearly all people and can 

reasonably be expected of nearly all people without any need for 

debate. Thomas Paine

Trust your instinct to the end, though you can render no reason. Ralph 

Waldo Emerson



I F  I T  L O O K S  L I K E  A  D U C K , S W I M S  L I K E  
A  D U C K , A N D  Q U A C K S  L I K E  A  D U C K , 
T H E N  I T  P R O B A B LY  I S  A  D U C K .



DUE DILIGENCE RESOURCES

The Better Business Bureau

Publishers Marketplace (DEALS)

Writer Beware

Predators and Editors

Find out if the writing organization you belong to provides a 

qualifying market list and a statement on predatory publishers.

Due diligence is the process of systematically researching and verifying the 

accuracy of a statement. TechTarget.com 

https://www.bbb.org/
https://www.publishersmarketplace.com/
http://www.sfwa.org/other-resources/for-authors/writer-beware/
http://pred-ed.com/


BREAKING UP IS HARD TO DO

Do not approach another agent until your agreement with your 

current agent is completed. (AWKWARD!!!)

Review your contract. Does it provide guidelines?

Know how much your agent gets in the divorce.

What about the kids? 

First talk to them. Perhaps the situation can be resolved.

If you can’t talk to them then yes, that’s problematic.

Send an email of explanation with a termination date.

Followed up with a certified letter. (Per my email…)

Resource

How to Fire Your Agent -

Jenny Bent

Switching Literary Agents: 

Two Agents Offer Advice -

Jane Friedman

http://www.thebentagency.com/2013/05/how-to-fire-your-agent-a-post-by-jenny
https://www.janefriedman.com/switching-literary-agents-two-agents-offer-advice/


FYI: Zoom invitations go out early next week for The Romantic Arc program. This is a free 

class, offered to participants of the Writer in Residence program, however, it is not affiliated 

with Glendale Public Library.

🖤How do you take to people with conflicting external and internal goals from “hello“ to “I love 

you?“ The romantic arc is all about the emotional journey that ends up with your love interests finally 

together. We’ll discuss the Stages of Intimacy as well as the Falling in Love Arc I've created. 🖤

In addition to the program, we’ll do a quick full deconstruction of a movie showing the 

romantic arc and noting the internal and external journey. 

Date: June 26, 12 Noon Arizona Time. There is no replay but handouts will be sent to 

registered attendees.

If you’re interested, email me contact@tinaradcliffe.com



T H A N K  YO U !

Next month is the last month of the 2021 

Writer in Residence program. Be sure to fill out 

the follow-up survey to let the librarians know 

your thoughts so we can do this again in 2022.

Coming in July 2021

• July 10, Social Media for Writers

• July24, Side Hustle Strategies for Writers

Questions?

There will be a link to the PDF of slides 

sent to you with a survey after the 

workshop.

The PDF will be available for 24 hours. 

After that, please email me for the 

handout.

Feel free to email me at 

contact@tinaradcliffe.com


